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	Visually explore the range of built-in and third-party libraries of Perl and Apache


	Perl and Apache have been providing Common Gateway Interface (CGI) access to Web sites for 20 years and are constantly evolving to support the ever-changing demands of Internet users. With this book, you will heighten your knowledge and see how to usePerl and Apache to develop dynamic Web sites.


	Beginning with a clear, step-by-step explanation of how to install Perl and Apache on both Windows and Linux servers, you then move on to configuring each to securely provide CGI Services. CGI developer and author Adam McDaniel shows techniques for effectively developing and maintaining dynamic sites and he shares real-world examples describing MySQL database access, PayPal credit-card transactions, and sample Facebook and Twitter interfaces.

	
		Apache and Perl have been providing Common Gateway Interface (CGI) access to Internet Web sites for more than two decades, and both products are constantly evolving to support today's user requirements
	
		Shows how to install Perl and Apache on Windows and Linux servers and configure each to securely provide CGI services
	
		Details techniques for effectively developing and maintaining dynamic Web sites
	
		Addresses MySQL database access and PayPal credit-card transactions, and examines sample Facebook and Twitter interfaces



	With this book, you’ll benefit from a wealth of techniques and resources that you won’t find anywhere else.
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Costa Rica (EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE)DK Travel, 2010

	Get the most out of Costa Rica with this comprehensive guide, featuring 3D aerial views, cutaways and floor plans of all the major sites and dedicated pages to the country s abundance of flora and fauna, national parks and volcanoes. Sample the flavor of the country region by region, with full-color detailed maps of towns and comprehensive...
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HTML5 AdvertisingApress, 2012

	Web advertising is changing. What was once a predominantly Flash-based medium is making the switch to HTML5, with the benefit of a plug-in free environment giving a larger audience for ads, and better integration with the page they are featured on. We live in a time where marketers, designers, and developers are confused as to what they can...
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PHP Development in the CloudMarco Tabini, 2011


	This book is the result of two people’s interest in both PHP and cloud computing. It

	explains to PHP developerswhat they need to knowto not only understand the cloud

	concept, but to be able to put it to good use.To accomplish this, wemix explanations

	of cloud concepts with practical examples. All of the code snippets in this...
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Database Management Systems, 3rd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Database Management Systems provides comprehensive and up-to-date coverage of the fundamentals of database systems. Coherent explanations and practical examples have made this one of the leading texts in the field. The third edition continues in this tradition, enhancing it with more practical material.


	The new edition has...
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Python Data Science Essentials: A practitioner's guide covering essential data science principles, tools, and techniques, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Gain useful insights from your data using popular data science tools

	
		Key Features

		
			A one-stop guide to Python libraries such as pandas and NumPy
	
			Comprehensive coverage of data science operations such as data cleaning and data manipulation
	
			Choose scalable...
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XML DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The fast and easy way to learn XML
 Start programming in XML right away using this easy-to-follow guide.  XML Demystified explains how to build XML web applications that work on any platform or browser.  Step-by-step instructions with lots of examples help you learn quickly. 

 This one-of-a-kind...
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